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Objectives
By the end of this session
you will have:

a

a

a basic appreciation of the requirements of PECR concerning
electronic commu nications; and
an understanding of the direct marketing requirements of
PECR

fcgr
The Privacy and Electronic Communications (EG Directive)
Regulations 2003

Electronic communications mean any information sent between
particular parties over a "public electronic communications network"

eg. phone line or internet connection or mobile network.
This includes phone calls, faxes, text messages, video messages,
emails and internet messaging.
It does not include generally available information such as the content
of web pages or broadcast programming.

Direct marketing means the communication (by whatever means) of
advertising or marketing materialwhich is directed to particular
individuals - generally email and post
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Course structure

telephones and mobile Phones

marketing calls, electronic mail, opting-in, marketing lists,

a

lco.
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The Regulations

Part 1:

tl

Rules on telecoms telephone calls and the

internet

I

Part 2:
Rules on direct
marketing by
electronic means

ico.
The Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive)
Regulations 2003
lmplemented the European ePrivacy Directive 20O2l58lEC. Have
been updated four times since then. ls an area where there is a real
potentialto impinge on PrivacY.
The EU is in the process of replacing the Directive with a new
ePrivacy Regulation, but there may be a gap after GDPR comes in
before the new ePrivacy Regulation is agreed'
lf so, from \Aay 2018 the existing PECR rules will continue to apply,
but will apply with the new GDPR definition of consent.
Where PECR already covers an issue, similar GDPR obligations will
not apply - eg telecoms providers' obligations around security,
processing of traffic and location data, and breach reporting will be
under PECR and not GDPR (Article 95 of GDPR).
Two distinct Parts to this module:
1. Non-marketing requirements of PECR - rules mainly around
telecoms: telephone calls and the internet'
2. Direct marketing by electronic means (phone, fax, email, text,
picture and automated calling systems).
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Why does PECR matter?

ico.
Complaint volumes
lssues which matter to individuals
Sensitive and high profile issues
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Key definitions

individual subscriber

corporate subscriber

il;

t

iF -.Mobile"'

user

o,
@

service provider

lco.
GDPR/DPA only protects the data subject (living individuals).
PECR applies to "Subscribers", so is wider as this includes individuals
and also protects corporate subscribers. There is a key difference in
some areas between the rights of an individual and the rights of a
corporate subscriber.
sole trader or nonlimited liability partnership (in England, Wales or Northern lreland) person whose name is on the bill.

lndividual subscriber

- residential subscriber,

Corporate subscriber - corporate bodies (e.9. Ltd), public bodies
(e.g. ICO), limited liability partnerships, all partnerships in Scotland
User = means any individual using a public electronic
communications service (ie using the phone or internet connection) eg the individual subscriber to a mobile phone could be the parent but
the user is their teenage daughter.

Service provider = means someone who provides any service
allowing members of the public to send electronic messages. This
includes providers of telephone or internet services.
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Regulation 6 - Cookies

We have placed cookies on your device to help make this
website better.
You can use this tool to change your cookie settings. Othenruise,
we'll assume you're OK to continue.
Some of the cookies we use are essential for the site to work.
We also use some non-essential cookies to collect information for
making reports and to help us improve the site. The cookies
collect information in an anonymous form.
To control third party cookies, you can also adjust your browser
settings.
a

lco.

Tum cookies off

Partl-Regulation6
Cookies are small chunks of text that are provided by websites when
you visit them. Software on your computer (normally your web
browser) can store these cookies and send them back as part of the
request next time you visit the site.
Cookies are widely used in order to make websites work, or work
more efficiently, as well as to provide information to the owners of the
site. Without cookies, or something similar, websites would have no
way to'remember' visitors.
Example uses of cookies:
(1) to remember what's in your basket when shopping for goods
online;
(2) to allow you to login to a website;
(3) to analyse traffic to a website;
(4) to track your browsing behaviour and target advertising to you.

"strictly necessary" cookies don't need consent (this would include the
shopping basket and login examples).

Websites using cookies need to:

.
.
,

state that cookies are oPerating
explain the purpose of the cookie; and

obtain consent from users or subscribers.

The requirement to obtain consent is usually met by a pop-up or banner
when you go on a website, saying something like -'if you continue to use
this website (i.e click into another page) we will take this as consent to the
use of cookies.'
The requirement to provide clear and comprehensive information is usually
met by a link to a privacy statement, or cookies statement explaining the
type and purpose of the cookies that are used.

Tutor note - if you have time and you feel comfortable with the techy
explanation bring up onscreen a copy of the 'Optional tutor resource Cookies illustration'to show/explain to delegates about how a cookie works
No need to spend very long on this however it is optional so please don't
use if you feel at all uncomfortable/uncertain explaining the technology'
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Regulations 7 and B - Traffic data

I

lco.
Regulations 7 and I - Traffic data
PECR restricts the processing of traffic data - this includes
information about routing, duration and time of communication (for
example telephone calls, internet traffic),
Once no longer required for the purpose of the transmission of a
communication, the basic position is that this data must be:
a)
b)

c)

Erased;
ln the case of an individual subscriber, modified so that they
cease to be personal data of the subscriber (i.e. anonymised);
or
ln the case of a corporate subscriber, modified so that they
would cease to be personal data if the subscriber was an
individual subscriber (i.e. can no longer identify the subscriber).

Exception to above requirement: Traffic data can be retained for:

.

.

payments purposes - can retain for as long as can bring legal
proceedings for payment
marketing or value added purposes = need to have previously
given consent, and can be retained only for as long as needed for
that purpose

I

This reflects GDPR principle (e) - storage limitation
lf obtaining consent must inform subscriber about the types of traffic data
which are to be processed and the duration of such processing. Also note
the higher standard of consent under GDPR.
Consent can be withdrawn at any time.

I

Regulations 9, 1o and

11

- privacy

a

Lc9,
Reg 9 - Subscriber can ask for a bill NOT to be itemised
This reconciles the rights of the person paying the bill to have
itemised bills against the privacy rights of those making the calls and
being called - a corporate subscriber might not want an itemised bill
(e.9. a company paying for an employees phone may not want to see
every call made as this would be a privacy risk).
(The right not to have itemised bills is linked to privacy rights).
Reg 10 and 11: Term CLI stands for two things:
Calling Line ldentification - allows the person receiving the callto see
the number (caller display).
Connected Line ldentification - allows the caller to see the number of
the person answering the phone.

Reg 10 is for user/subscriber making the call - Service provider
must provide users with a simple means to prevent the
presentation of Calling Line Identification (i,e. ability to withhold
your number when making a call) - can also withhold number

automatically on all placed calls as well as on an individual call basis.
Phones can often do this, but there must also be a way to do it within the
network itself (e.g. dialling 141 before the number you want to call)'

Reg

1l is for subscriber receiving the call -

Service provider must

-

provide a simple means of preventing the Calling Line Identification
being displayed
provide a simple means of rejecting incoming calls where presentation of
Galling Line ldentification has been prevented by the caller (i.e. don't
want to receive calls from withheld numbers)
Provide a simple means of preventing the Gonnected Line
ldentification being displayed (i.e. caller can't see number of line they
have connected to, e.g. where calling one number then redirects to
another, non-Public number).

Services provided by subscribers telecoms company - works in two ways
Subscriber receiving the call can prevent the calling line's number from
being displayed - eg maybe a mental health charity would do this to
preserve the PrivacY of the caller
Subscriber receiving the call can prevent the caller from seeing their
number - eg maybe when you call a business on the main helpline
number and your call is fonruarded on to a mobile number, the business
may not want you to see the mobile number
Right to reject calls where CLI is withheld (anonymous caller rejection)

.

.

.

Amendment in PEGR in 2016 - lf a company makes a marketing call
then it can't withhold their number on these calls.

I

Regulation L4 - Location data

a

lco.
This concerns
the geographical position of terminal equipment (e,9. phone,
computer, iPad etc.)

.
.

latitude, longitude, altitude, direction of travel, time location info
was recorded

e.g. When you breakdown and ring the RAC orAA and they use
location data from the cellphone network to work out where you are
and send a rescue vehicle.
Can be processed where -

.
.

User or subscriber cannot be identified or

with user or subscriber's consent, opportunity to withdraw on each
occasion

Might think it covers GPS apps (such as maps and navigation) on
mobile devices but it doesn't. This is because the app receives GPS
signals independently from the cellphone network, and you have
control over how this GPS data is used.
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Regulations 15 and t6 Nuisance & Emergency calls

ico.
Reg 15

.

.

allows the telecoms company to trace malicious or nuisance calls
at the request of the subscriber and
overrides CLI requirements

Reg 16

.

.
.
.
.

Applies to emergency calls - 999 or 112 (single European
emergency no)
Overrides CLI requirements - Callers can't withhold their number

Overrides restrictions on processing location data
Enables return calls to be made if needed and means emergency
services can be informed of location quickly and easily
Added benefit is that caller display may prevent some hoax calls

Reg

.
.

.

l6A

Emergency alerts
ls where the relevant public authority needs to warn/advise/inform
users or subscribers of an emergency in their area (eg terrorist
attack, flood etc)
Overrides the restrictions on processing location data

Regulation rB - Directories

lco.
Applies to public directories eg telephone directories

For individual subscribers to be included in a directory, the person
collecting the personal data to be included in the directory must:

.
.
.

lnform subscribers and tell them the purposes of the directory they
are to be included in (echoes GDPR transparency requirements)
Give them the opportunity to refuse
Allow them to verify, correct or withdraw their details at any time

All above must be free of charge
Details relating to Gorporate subscribers should not be included if
the corporate subscriber has advised the producer of the directory
that it does not want its data to be included in the directory.

Reverse searching - requires express consent of the data subject
(bearing in mind higher standard of consent under GDPR).
This is taking the telephone number and using this to identify the
name/ address / other details of the subscriber.
Fair processing requirements.

Direct marketing

¡E

ø

ico.

É

a

Give out handouts I and 2 ( these summarise the learning on
direct marketing covered in the next few slides)
L Desk top guide to the Marketing requirements of PECR
2. Direct Marketing Checklist

Definition of direct marketing in section 120 of the Data
Protection Bill (and Section 11 DPA)
"Direct marketing" means the communication (by whatever means) of
advertising or marketing materialwhich is directed to particular
individuals.
Use of term 'advertising' indicates interpretation is intended to
be broad (SNP lnformation Tribunal supports this).

Scottish National Party v lnformation Gommissioner
(EA/2005/0021 15 MaY 2006)

.
.

The Scottish National Party made a series of automated
campaigning calls to selected Scottish voters in the lead-up to the
2005 general election.
SNP claimed that the PECR rules on direct marketing only applied

to commercial organisations and not to it as a non-commercial political
party.

.

The tribunal confirmed that the marketing rules in PECR and the DPA
covered the promotional activities of both commercial and not-for-profit
organisations, and so political parties had to comply with PECR when
carrying out campaigning calls.

PECR rules only apply to unsolicited marketing (no restriction on

solicited marketing)
Solicited = asked for (e.9. customer emails and asks for a current
brochure).

Unsolicited = not actively invited (e.9. company continues to send new
brochures as they come out, even though person only actually asked for the
original brochure),
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Phone callfrom a
charity to confirm
whether donors
would be willing to
increase their
monthly direct
debit

Mailing from
a survey
company
ask¡ng
questions
about
shopping
habits

ico.

Automated call
from a political
party asking
whether
recipients will
be voting for
them in the
upcoming bYelection

Email to individuals who
have previouslY donated to
a charity letting them know
about an 'anti PovertY' rallY
in London

Text message from mobile

phonecompany: 100 extra free
minutes when You sign uP to
our new reward scheme see
www. phonecomP. com/rewards just a little thank You for staYing
loyal

Automated callmade
to warn people about
a serious outbreak of
flu in their area

Get the group to say whether they think these are direct marketing or
not (and if not whY not )
Points for discussion (avoid going beyond the "is it direct
marketing?" question - they wont know about soft opt out etc yet)

.

.

.

.

Gharities and political parties - phone calls, automated calls
and ema¡ls - are covered if they are promoting their aims and
ideals (as per SMP case on previous slide - not just commercial
organisations)
Mailing from survey company - PECR doesn't apply to genuine
markef research that doesn't involve the communication of
advertising or marketing material. However, need to look out for
,sugg¡ng' (selling under the guise of research). lf the call or
meèsage contains any promotional material or collects data to use
in future marketing exercises then it will be direct marketing and
PECR will aPPlY.
Automated call to warn about flu outbreak - Who is doing this
jab'
and for what purpose? lf it is a company wanting to sell its 'flu
then it ls marketing. lf it is government health warning providing
advice to prevent spread and on managing symptoms then this
would be a genuine'service call'and not direct marketing
Mobile phone company message - clearly marketing
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Direct marketing - consent
YES PLEASÊ

lSlHAlll$ou

freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous
indication of the data subject's wishes by which he/she,

Any

by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the
processing of his/her personal data.

ico.
An organisation needs consent in order to send unsolicited
direct marketing.
Definition of consent in slide is from GDPR.
Under DPA: Consent has to be fully informed, freely given indication
of the data subject's wishes.

ln PECR a user must include a positive action indicating agreement.
Where consent is required (such as under Regulation 22)'Optin'
(rather than opt out) is strongly recommended.

Opt-in box = the person has to tick a box agreeing to receive the
specified marketing.

Opt-out box = the person has to tick a box in order not to receive the
marketing (ie if you do nothing you will get marketing).

A pre-ticked 'opt-in' box is really an 'opt out' box, (ie if you do nothing you
will get marketing)...because the person has to do something (un-tick the
box) to stop the marketing.

Opt-in is strongly recommended by the lCO. lt is the best and safest
way to obtain and demonstrate consent (and so avoid being found in breach
of PECR and the GDPR).
Pre-ticked boxes and opt-out boxes are not recommended. GDPR
Recital 32'. " Silence, pre-ticked boxes or inactivity should not . . .constitute
consent').
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¡

The prefe rence sennces

ke,
PECR itself makes no distinction between TPS and CTPS.
Registration with the TPS or CTPS acts as a general opt-out of
recéiving any marketing calls. Free to register. TPS registration never
expires,bTpS registration expires after a year if not renewed.
Number can only be on TPS or CTPS, not both'

There's no email or text equivalent of the TPS (not required, as
explained in Reg.22 "electronic mail" slide).
Currently run by the DMA (Direct Marketing Association) under
contract to ICO (was previously Ofcom)
The role of the TPS
Register subscribers
Handle majority of complaints about marketing calls and faxes
Maintain the register of numbers and sell access to organisations
who need to screen
Work closelY with the ICO

.
.
.

.
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FPS - lntended for corporate subscribers, as fax marketing to individual
subscribers needs prior consent (see next slide), but individuals can still
register.
MPS (Mailing Preference Service) -Applies to postal marketing so not
covered by PECR but may also be mentioned alongside other preference
services. Not statutory So we can't enforce it. However, DMA members are
required to comply as a condition of their DMA membership.
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Regulation Lg - automated calls

a

Lcg,
Automated calls - calls where a recorded message is played (no
human involvement in the original call).

Regulation

.
.

l9

Need prior consent to call anyone (corporate or individual)
Consent needed even if the subscriber isn't registered with TPS /
CTPS

Regulation 24 - The message must include
. Name of the sender
. Address or freephone number
Stricter rule applies - no chance for interaction with caller, more
intrusion, more impersonal, can send lots of messages with minimal
cost.
Key case: SNP case covered on previous slide
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Regulation 20

- fax

ico.
Regulation 20
Individuals: must not send marketing faxes to individuals without their
consent
(they can also choose to register on the FPS),
Corporate: don't need consent but must not fax those who have
registered with the FPS (and can opt out).

Regulation 24
All marketing faxes must include:

.
.

Name of the sender

Address or freephone number
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Regulation 2L - live marketing calls

a

lco.
Regulation 21
. Applies in the same way for individual and corporate subscribers
. Must not call subscribers who have registered with the TPS or

.

CTPS
Must not call anyone who has previously asked you not to call

Regulation 24
Callers must provide:

.
.

Name of the caller

Address or freephone number if requested

Remember TPS/ CTPS registration acts as a general opt out of
receiving marketing calls.
Subscribers can also directly ask the company concerned not to call
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Before making live marketing calls organisations should

.
.

:

Screen against the TPS / CTPS
Screen against their own 'do not call' or'suppression' list

Can call a TPS registered number where the subscriber has "notified a
caller that he does not, for the time being, obiect to such calls being made
on that line by that caller". This effectively means you can still call TPS
registered numbers if you have the subscriber's consent to ignore the TPS
registration (although this would have to be very clear and explicit).
DPA also still applies if the organisation is processing personal data (knows
the name of the individual it is calling),

So still has to be fair to call them. E.g
number fairly obtained in the first place,

.
.
.

the data subject
purposes,

is

aware that the number will be used for marketing

within the data subject's reasonable expectations that they will be called
by the organisation making the call.
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Regulation 22 - Electronic mail

a

lco.
Regulation 22
Applies only to individual subscribers. Must have prior consent of
subscriberto send direct marketing "electronic mail". This includes:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Email
SMS
Picture & video messages

Voicemail& answerphone
Messaging apps (e.9. WhatsApp, Snapchat)
Direct messages on social network (Twitter, Facebook etc')
Smartphone notifications in some cases (i.e. where "pushed" over
the network as opposed to generated by the app itself on the
phone)

Limited carve out if sender has an existing relationship with the
recipient, known as the "soft opt-in" - discussed on next slide
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Regulation 23
. Applies to individual and corporate subscribers
. Must identify sender and provide a valid address for opt out
Corporate subscribers can't enforce their opt out under PECR but GDPR
Article 21 right maY aPPlY.
This means that if the email is sent to an individual person within a
corporate subscribers organisation (e.9. joebloggs@abc.co.uk) that
individuals might be able to exercise theirArticle 21 GDPR rights, even if
the subscriber (the person paying the telecoms bill) is a company rather

than an individual.
The Article 21 GDPR right is the right to prevent processing of personal
data for the purposes of direct marketing.

Definition Reg 2(1)

:

"any text, voice, sound or image message sent over a public electrOnic
commun¡cations network which can be stored in the network or in the
recipients terminal equipment until it is collected by the recipient and
includes messages using a short message service'"
The definition is left open to include new technologies (but see Bluetooth
example below)
There used to be a trend of sending marketing messages via Bluetooth to
nearby people with Bluetooth devices (e.9. as people walked past a shop).
ln theory you could use Bluetooth to send a message to a specific recipient
However, the marketing messages Were essentially "broadcast" (so like
tuning into a radio station) so don't count as electronic mail under PECR.
Soft opt-in covered in next slide
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Electronic mail soft opt-in
Sender must meet all

three of the following

criteria:
f

.

it obtained the contact d
of a sale or negotiations

2.

the marketing is for
or services;

3. it provided a s
time of colle
subsequent

in the course
sale;

similar products

means of opting out at
nd provides one in each
nication

ico.
Only circumstance in which organisation can send electronic mail
marketing to individual subscribers without prior consent is where the
'soft opt in' applies:
Must meet all three criteria for soft opt-in to apply.

lmportant to understand that soft opt-in is not a way of getting
consent - instead, it is a limited situation in which consent is not
necessary. Organisations sometimes don't realise this, and think that
it therefore conflicts with what GDPR says about consent'
Just 'browsing' online wouldn't qualify as negotiations for a sale
Note - there was a County Court judgement in 2014 (not a binding
decision and no copy of decision is available - it was reported in
press) against John Lewis Partnership about this (Mansfield v John
Lewis - he was suing for damages through the small claims route
using Reg 30)
customer was browsing Waitrose website to check the price of
delivery charges and Waitrose required potential customers to
provide an email address before they will let you check this.

.

-

21

.

Customer provided email address, apparently didn't opt out by unticking
the marketing box, but didn't go on to buy anything. However he still
received marketing messages from John Lewis. lt appears the County
Court decided that John Lewis Partnership didn't meet the negotiations of
a sale part of the soft opt in.

Completing an online enquiry form asking for more details about a specific
product would qualify.
(Click for the tick)
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Electronic mail soft oPt-in:
similar products and services

a

lco.
a

lndividual expectation is keY

a

Depends on the way a company or brand is viewed

EG. Supermarket selling catfood, then want to send marketing email
about pet insurance - unlikely to be considered as ' similar' and within
expectations
Travel company sold a holiday and then wants to send marketing
email about travel insurance - more likely to be considered as similar
and within exPectations.
However, this is a bit of a moving target (think about how major
supermarkets branded themselves 20 years ago and how they brand
themselves now - things change!). Will need to look at each case
individually as it arises.
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The 'soft opt in' in practice

g
{Þ

lçe,
1. Details obtained in the course of a sale or negotiations for a sale
2. An'opt out'opportunity provided when the details were collected
3. The insurance company's own similar products and opt out
included
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Marketing lists
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Lcg,
Users of bought in marketing lists should

.
.
.
.
.
.

check the origin and accuracy of list
check how consent was obtained and what it covers

take great care with marketing emails and texts (need specific
consent - third party consent is unlikely to suffice)
screen against TPS / CTPS and own 'suppression list'
remember that the 'soft opt in' won't apply
tell people where they got their details from

Users of in-house marketing

.
.
.

:

lists

should

Make sure compiled fairlY
Apply the rules for individual subscribers (rather than corporate) if
unsure
Screen against TPS / CTPS and own 'do not call' lists before using
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Viral marketing

a

Lc9*
Viral marketing - asking existing contacts to provide the contact
details of their friends or acquaintances:

.
.
.

Not recommended
Must be fair and lawful
Difficult to know that have got valid consent

lf organisations do this then they will need to:

.
.
.

Explain clearly that the contact should only provide someone else's
details with that person's consent
Provide a privacy notice to the new contact asap
Têll the new contact who provided their details
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PECR powers

ico.
(Enforcement and lnformation notices include third party
information notice Powers)
Regulation 32
. Request for Enforcement
. No requirement for us to enforce . no obligation to make an assessment
Powers

.
.

.

Enforcement and lnformation notice
Breach of an Enforcement notice is an offence and can lead to
substantialfine in a court
Monetary penalties

Griteria for a CMP = Used to be the same as for a CMP under the
DPA (e.g. reference to substantial damage/distress) untilthe Niebel
case
Monetary penalties of up to Ê500,000 under PECR
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Recent Tribunal case Ghristopher Niebel v lnformation Commissioner
(EAI2O12!O62O 10 October 2013) - sometimes referred to the Tetrus case:
ICO imposed a CMP, the Tribunaloverturned us.

.
.

.

Tribunal accepted our approach of cumulative effect ( lots of messages)
but said that text messages don't meet the threshold of substantial
damage or distress
We appealed to the Upper Tribunal & lost - UT upheld the Tribunal's view
that text messages did not meet the statutory test of substantial damage
or distress.

The DCMS have since amended the Regs. The test is now:

a) Serious contravention by a person that was either
b) deliberate or
c) that the person knew or ought to have known there was a real risk of the
contravention occurring but failed to take reasonable steps to prevent it.

Other powers
. lssue undertaking committing organisation to a particular course of action
in order to improve comPliance
. Conduct an audit to check a service provider is complying with its
security obligations & make recommendations
. lmpose a fixed penalty of Ê1000 on a service provider who fails to notify
us of a security breach - breach notification is mandatory for service
providers, must tell ICO within 24hrs of becoming aware of breach
. Apply to Court for an order under section 213 of Enterprise Act2002
requiring a person to cease conduct harmfulto consumers

.

Report to parliament on issues of concern
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\¡Vhat doesn't PECR cover
Silent
calls

Spam

Messages
where no direct
marketing is
transmitted

Debt collection
messages

Scams

Marketing
messages
from overseas

Service
messages
a

Lcg,
Silent calls - no content so not marketing anything. Silent calls tend
to be where a marketing company is using automatic diallers to call
for example 30 telephone numbers but they only have 25 call
handlers - if all 30 subscribers pick up then it's likely 5 of them will get
a silent call. Ofcom deals with silent calls.

Debt Gollection messages

-

purpose is to collect money not to

market anything

Scams - Complaints about scans usually relate to the validity of an
underlying offer and should be referred to the Office of Fair Trading
(OFT) (replaced by the Competition & Markets Authority from April
2014). PECR only covers the nature of the message ( marketing or
not) not the content.

Spam -This term was originally used to mean emails sent to
automatically generated email addresses that may or may not exist.
ln which case they don't qualify as direct marketing because they are
not "directed at individuals". However, the term is sometime used
more widely to cover nuisance emails/texts of any kind which may
include direct marketing emails
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Service messages - aS per earlier example re flu warning, as long aS pure
service message with no element of marketing PECR doesn't apply
Marketing messages from overseas - if the marketing message is
instigated from an EU country then subscriber could complain to regulator in
that country. However lots of marketing messages are instigated by
companies based outside of EU so no redress under PECR.
Art. 3(2Xa) (and recital 23) states that the GDPR will apply to the
processing of personal data of data subjects in the EU by a data controller
or processor outside the EU if the processing is related to the offering of
goods or services, irrespective of whether connected to a payment by the
data subject. (Not clear how this will be managed).
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Group activity

- case studies

ico.
Group activity 20 mins
See Activity

t

handout

- trainer notes
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Review of
Objectives
You should now have:

a

a

a basic appreciation of the requirements of PECR concerning
electronic communications; and
an understanding of the direct marketing requirements of
PECR.

a

lco.
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Reading

a

lco.
All available on ICO website
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The End

a

lco.
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